TAROT READING - Celtic Cross
Date_________________Time________________

Deck____________

Querent_______________

Question:

Note: Check the circle box
if card is a Trump (Major
Arcana). Check the
square box if card is
Reversed
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Impressions:________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________





___________________________________________________________________
How many of each: _____Trump, _____Wands, _____Swords, _____Coins, _____Cups
Meanings: 1. What this situation is about or the energy that is highlighted in this matter. 2. Resistance or interference with the situation - or
could be help that is perhaps unrecognized as such. 3. Obvious or prominent influences on the situation (or the querent). 4. Underlying
influences in this matter - influences that are firmly anchored in the unconscious, such as patterns or habits. 5. Influences from the past that
are work in the current situation. 6. Developments to take place in the near future. 7. Querent's current position as it relates to the situation or
character traits that are playing in important role in this matter. 8. Actions or influences of other players in the situation, or the nature of the
environment, or influences that the environment is having upon the situation. 9. Hopes, fears, hidden influences, key factors, or even advice.
10. Conclusion of the entire matter - where things will ultimately end up.
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Analysis and Interpretation
Circle box is for Trump (Major Arcana), square box is for a Reversed card

Position/Card

Meaning or significance of this card, in this position, as it relates to the question

1. Situation





2. Resistance





3. Above





4. Below





5. Past





6. Future





7. Self





8. Others





9. Hopes/Fears





10. Outcome





Conclusions___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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